[magus.immortalis] wrote:
Hello Brothers and Sisters, for about under a year now (starting on my last birthday) my merkaba disc got bigger, and with it, my aura. Every time the disc got bigger, I heard an audible "click." I felt it too, twice when I was asleep and woke up because of it. I also felt and heard an audible "click" when it shrunk back a bit, but this was only once. My question is, what are the benefits of this? Having a merkabah disc and aura that big? What do I do with this knowledge? What do I have to look out for? What are the negatives? All I do is clean my aura differently then before. Thanks for reading my question! I look forward to any and all replies, it would be great if an HP/s could answer this. Hail Satan and the True God of Hell always.

Development is good, but not knowing how to handle your mind consciously and subconsciously with power can prove fucked up.

The negatives are, you are what you think. Your thoughts have a lot more power than the ordinary ones, a lot more, so you need to seriously pay attention to what you think and your emotions as what has been written a lot of times. Emotions and personality have to be kept in check. Lashing out at someone or having uncontrollable depression, etc... This can lead to serious shit, as you attract things you dwell and Merkaba multiplies your power for this. Additionally, the soul needs to be completely clean.

Let me explain to you that way. You have a needle and you throw it at a window. Will it break? Hell no. Now you have a needle vibrating at the speed of light. Possibly, the same needle can shatter a mountain or do a great deal of damage. Higher speed in physics equals in Higher power, same with Merkaba. On the other hand, you being on a Higher vibrational level, you skip a lot of lag times in magick. Long story short, be careful, but not fear. Now Merkaba is even more serious because it uses the Octagon. Many things in creation are based upon the
Octagon and it's important for a reason that I know by feeling, but I can't write it without evidence.

When the Merkaba field spins around you, one pyramid clockwise one anti-clockwise, where these meet, you have a creation of energy out of something like friction. Much energy. It’s like spinning two metal plates in opposite directions, there is some sort of energetical friction that is made because of the heat, thus creating a disc of energy. This disc is connected through the light tube you raise in this meditation and chakra system, thus it amplifies that energy of your chakras too. All this is geometry and has a direct link to why the chakras are in Pyramidal Shape... This is, again, very powerful from its nature, and one who can feel energy will feel your bioelectric field, like I did for persons I knew.

Gods are Geniuses for inventing such knowledge. One has to just dive into it.

Right now, away from the science. What you dwell upon will materialize a lot quickly. Don't mind understanding why. But you must know that if your thoughts and emotions are out of control, this can prove a disaster. Since you have increased power, the enemies of Father Satan will look upon you differently because you're an astral source of light, and this is what they thrive for. Keep an aura of protection and use the increased power you have on this level to keep them the fuck away.

I've noted that you post about all of your experiences. You seem like a talkative person and that's good. But know that for your own safety and calmness, you should better investigate more into them and know that we have lurkers here, not only just Brothers and Sisters. HAIL SATAN!!!!!